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Abstract: With the rapid growth of cloud computing, many users shared sensitive data and multiple 

applications should be effectively managed via different cloud models and tools and it is needed for the safe 

management of identities and to avoid negotiating data privacy. The models and tools that speak federated 

cloud identity management, and it is essential that they use privacy appliances to assist in compliance with 

current law. So, this article aims to present a study of privacy in federated cloud identity management, 

presenting and comparing main features and challenges described in the literature. At the end, the use of 

privacy and future research directions are discussed. 
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I. Introduction 

The goal of Cloud computing is to develop the supervision of computing resources by merging 

concepts such as elasticity, on-demand use, and dynamic resource allocation [1] [2]. The shared use of resources 

by different users and a very huge amount of data and information, such as in big data applications, enact more 

assurance in service providers. Cloud Service provider uses individual cloud providers that work collaboratively 

to form a federation of clouds. Federated cloud aims to reduce the risk of data intrusion, the loss of service 

availability and to ensure data integrity. In FCIDM used these models and tools to manage resource permissions 

with less fuss and high automation. 

According to Gartner Research [3], the security discipline of Identity and Access Management (FIAM) 

by the right individuals to access the right resources at the right times for the right reasons. Nowadays, the 

process of managing identities in heterogeneous technology environments are getting more complex and 

remains a challenge regarding privacy issues [4].  

To address privacy there are some identity management tools with proper peculiarities [5] [6] using 

various mechanisms. Leakage of user data, the distribution of unnecessary attributes, and a lack of control on 

the dissemination of personal data are happened in cloud environments [7–11]. Cloud providers must protect the 

privacy of users, entities, data, and information throughout their lifecycle.  

In this paper Section 2 shows the Related Work, Section 3 explains privacy in identity management in 

the federated cloud. Section 4 explains about federated cloud identity management concepts, Section 5 presents 

FCIDM Technologies, Section 6 opens a discussion and proposes future research directions on key privacy 

requirements, identifying research challenges.  

 

II. Related Work 

As in [3] Federation is the ability of multiple independent resources to act like a single resource. Cloud 

computing itself is a federation of resources, so the many assets, identities, configurations and other details of a 

cloud computing solution must be federated to make cloud computing practical. Also many issues like trust, 

Identity access management, Signing-in has been discussed regarding Federation of clouds.  

Buyya et al., [13] suggests a cloud federation oriented, just-in-time, opportunistic and scalable 

application services provisioning environment called InterCloud. In paper by Subashini and Kavitha [14], has 

discussed cloud computing has significant implications for the privacy of personal information as well as for the 

confidentiality of business and governmental information. In the case of federated clouds this becomes more 

serious issue that is to be addressed. For computation exchange of data between clouds in federation is 

necessary so both privacy and integrity of data should be considered.  
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In [15] Mohammed Abdullatif et al., has discussed about data privacy in DAAS. In their paper Shamir’s 

secret sharing mechanism has been used for securing data, so that individual data values will not be visible to 

the service provider and provider can recover data in case of data loss.  

Hence we have proposed different mechanisms and tools to address privacy in identity management 

system in federated cloud.  Our research work founds a relationship among identity management needs, privacy 

features, approaches, and challenges in the federated cloud environment. Major privacy challenges are identified 

in this paper and possible solutions are also presented at end of our research. 

 

III. Privacy In Identity Management In The Federated Cloud 

Privacy is the right to be let alone. It refers to the ability of individuals to protect information about 

themselves (their own information) [11] [16] [17]. The interchange of sensitive information is powerful in large-scale 

scenarios of cloud computing, with several federations, where multiple Identity Providers (IdP) and Service 

Providers (SP) work together to provide services. So, identity management system should provide models and 

privacy mechanisms so as to manage the sensitive data of its users. 

 

Figure – 1: Privacy based Identity Management Systems to Federated Cloud 
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IV. Federated Cloud Identity Management Concepts 

Cloud computing helps the federation and collaboration among independent business organization 

while gaining the services and resources from different Cloud environments. Identity management services is 

the basis for all the other services. In Federated Cloud Identity Services an agreement is prepared between group 

of trusted service providers to share their resources and services in demand basis.  

Cloud subscribers are able to use the same identity credentials for acquiring access to the set of shared 

Cloud resources in Federated Identity Management systems. It brings in economic benefits along with the 

convenience to the participating organizations and its network subscribers. It provides many security and 

privacy concerns to the identity information. But still many problems occur in privacy strategies. 

Interoperability is one of the challenging area in the federated Cloud computing environment. Hence we talk 

about the privacy in federated cloud identity management in this article. 
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Figure – 2: Components of FCIDM 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Federated Cloud Identity management (FCIDM) is the process of creating, managing, and using 

identities, and the infrastructure that provides support for these processes. In FCIDM each person or application 

is identified by a user credential (e.g., Name, Date of Birth, Mobile Number, etc.), which represents a set of 

attributes, issued by a reliable source [18] [19]. An application could have information such as a URL, identifier, 

and public key in its credential [4, 20–22].  

 

4.1. Requirements of Federated Cloud Identity Management Systems 

Federated Cloud need IDM systems that can cooperate dynamically with each other by interchanging 

data and resources in a flexible way. Identity Providers (IdP) and Service Providers (SP) are the two main 

components in FCIDM systems. User credentials can be created and validated in identity providers to be used 

by different cloud service providers.  

 Authentication: Before allowing any one to access the system authentication proves is done. It is the 

process of identity verification, to ensure that the individual is the right person or not. Authentication is the 

proof of ownership of the identification attributes and it is the basic and necessary step before to start 

process. The authentication process is performed in the IdP. It stores the attributes of users. After 

authentication only it sends a token or credential to the service provider. 

 Authorization: To deny or allow access in the system, this authorization process take place. After 

receiving the credential from Multiple Identity Provider (IdP), the Service Provider (SP) should use 

authorization policies to decide on the release of the requested resource. 

 Single Sign-On/Sign-Off: The advantage of using an FCIDM system is the ability to use Single Sign-On 

(SSO) and Single Sign-Off. In SSO process is from a single authentication in the home domain or IdP, the 

user is able to use other services in the same domain or circle of trust. Similarly, in Single Sign Off or 

Single Logout Process means the possibility of closing all sessions of access.  

 

4.2 Privacy Challenges in Federated Cloud IDM 

Without the interference of third parties, the person has to control his/her personal data from the 

collection, storage, manipulation, and dissemination. [23-27] 

According to the United Nations in its Declaration of Fundamental Rights, Article twelve [28], privacy 

is a fundamental right, everyone is entitled to privacy, and it must be guaranteed by legal means. Moreover, the 

human rights council [28] declares that the rights that every citizen has in the offline environment should be 

extended to the digital environment.  

Protecting the privacy of any computer system is a technical challenge. In a cloud environment this 

challenge is complicated by the distributed nature of clouds and possible lack of consumer awareness about 

where the data is stored and who has access to such data [29]. There should be the possibility of self-management 

of privacy due to legal claims so that the person can be responsible for his or her information [30].  

Privacy is also a challenge in IdM. Since IdM systems share sensible identity attributes, called 

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) [18] [19] [31]. In IdM there is much concern about privacy, data protection, 

compliance with the rules, volume of information exchanged between different domains, dynamic exchange of 

information, execution of policies, consent from users, and control of credentials [32]. It is essential to comply 

with current legislation regarding the identity lifecycle while maintaining privacy in the exchange of data 

between different environments and providers.  

The challenges that meets identity management are shown below [33], 
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 Undetectability: To hide transactions performed by the user and preventing the detection of the user 

actions in a given system.  

 Unlinkability: To hide the connection between user identities and history of transactions (e.g., subjects, 

messages, events, actions [34].  

 Confidentiality: To enable the users control over the dissemination of their attributes.  

These properties are related with one another because they are concerned with defining actions or methods to 

deal with the parties involved in access to a range of private and sensitive data.  

Privacy in the cloud environment must also involve mechanisms or specific characteristics that consider the 

subtleties of the environment. If privacy cannot be guaranteed in the cloud, users may not be ready to use these 

services [35].  

 

4.3 Privacy Characteristics in Federated Cloud IDM 

A study of the characteristics sought to consider important points to safeguard the privacy of sensitive 

user data used in identity management, considering the dynamic exchange of information in the elastic 

environment of cloud computing. The following characteristics shows that the important for identity 

management in the cloud with an emphasis on user privacy. 

 Data Transparency: It refers to the notification about the use of attributes or profiles and create awareness 

by detailing information about the lifecycle of disseminated data. It gives notice to individuals about data 

collection, usage, disclosure and updating Personally Identifiable Information (PII). 

 Data Controllability: It is the effective control over their personal data especially in IT holders. Data 

Selection means that the user chooses what data will be available to access the resource. When the users 

consent, they agree to the use of their data using predefined profiles of the system. 

 Data Minimization: User should forward only the data needed to access the resource. Limited spread of 

data within the cloud should be allowed, especially in the access control process. Selected data must be 

disseminated. The systems can allow the users participation in the dissemination of attributes. 

 Auditing and Tracking: It means dynamically trace the footprints of data and users, using history and 

location of identity and linked attributes. It helps to identify misuse and privacy cracks between different 

identity and service providers. Laws require identification and punishment of those involved in case of 

unauthorized access or malicious use of the data accessed.  

 Data Validation: It refers to checking and validation of attributes. It is essential to ensure the truthfulness 

of personally identifiable information, confirming and validating the data to be preserved individuals’ 

privacy. Data may or may not be externally checked. It determines the degree of validity of the data. The 

system can implement a verification about the veracity of the information. If not validated, the system 

assumes confidence in data, considering the existence of a reliable federation environment;  

 Limitation of Access: Only authorized persons should have access to personal data to ensure the 

confidentiality of data. The limitation of use can be accomplished by policies and obligations. A policy is a 

set of rules that can represent the reason or intention for using the data. An obligation is a directive that 

must be carried out before or after access is approved. 

 User-friendly: It refers to the easiness of using applications with privacy features. This system should 

provide sufficient help and simple interfaces to be used by less experienced users as well. 

 Trust: In cloud environment, it is necessary to create ways to keep or ensure the confidence among parties. 

Current studies seek to improve mechanisms to evaluate providers dynamically through risk and/or 

reputation measures. 

 Obfuscation: It refers to the use of techniques of anonymity or pseudonyms, important in federations 

where users have applications of different contexts. Users do not send their attributes to the provider and 

because of that, for example, potentially identifiable information such as the users IP address or location 

cannot be revealed. Different approaches are proposed in the literature using nicknames (anonymity or 

pseudonyms).  

Table - 1: FCIDM Privacy Features Versus Properties 
Properties Confidentiability Undetectability Unlinkability 

Features    

Data Transparency    

Data Control    

Data minimization    

Data Validation    

Auditing and Tracking    

Trust    

Limitation of Access    

Obfuscation    

User-Friendly    
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V. FCIDM Technologies 

SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language), JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) are some of 

the tools used for creating federated cloud (or also called cloud federation) environments to exchange data.  

SAML is an open standard for swapping authentication and authorization data between and IdP 

(Identity Provider) and SP (Service Provider). It is an XML based markup language specification and states 

standard authentication, attribute, and authorization decision for security assertions. The Head (or a user), the 

Identity Provider and Service Provider are the three roles of SAML. The user requests a service from the service 

provider. The Service Providers requests and obtains an authentication statements from the identity provider. On 

the basis of this, the service provider can make an access control decision whether to perform some service for 

the connected user. Before sending, the Identity provider request some data to the user or head (i.e., username 

and password). In SAML, one IdP may provide assertions to many SP and one SP may rely on and trust 

assertions from many independent IdP. 

JSON is a lightweight data-interchange format and it is easy for humans to read and write. It is also 

easy for machines to parse and generate. It is a text format used for exchanging data between a browser and a 

server. 

The OpenID Connect is open source, has a standard protocol, has a native support for dynamic 

associations, and as it uses a lightweight message format (JSON) delivered via the OAuth 2.0 protocol to suit 

web browser based and native mobile applications. OpenID connect is the new emerging standard for single 

sign-on and identity provision on the internet. OpenID connect allows clients of all types such as Web-based, 

mobile and Javascript clients.  

SAML federations are usually static, i.e., metadata should be placed in defined directories and some 

configuration data must be shared among IdPs and SPs in order to establish the federation. These metadata 

describe participants of the federation and are cryptographically signed by the federation manager [23] [37].  

OpenID Connect does not have the same type of federation as Shibboleth [6]. While Shibboleth requires 

a strict notion of affiliation to an institution or group, OpenID Connect allows dynamic client registration when 

clients can register themselves automatically at a provider. Unfortunately, it means a provider will trust any 

client that asks and provides it with user information. Because of this facility, a dynamic federation can easily be 

defined [38]. There is work in progress to build OpenID Connect federations that use federation operators to build 

the identity trust [39]. 

 

VI. Future Discussions 

The intense exchange of data between different cloud providers can create problems due to legal 

compliance and the trust of users. Hence, we try to plan a new anonymous algorithm for cloud computing 

services. Data only sent to the network after processing by the algorithm so that the data are spread with 

identifiers that do not expose the true identity of the user. It is more flexible to use and more efficient than other 

mechanisms. 

With the rise of cloud computing, managing thousands of users and resources needs some challenges 

and techniques to protect user data. These challenges shown in Fig. 3 tends to fill the outstanding gaps regarding 

the privacy features of Federated Cloud IdM. Reliability is very useful in Identity Management. The risk of 

access by devices such as mobile device, tablet, etc. or means of access is an important for a provider.  
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An agreement for Identity Management system is an important task which can assist organization in 

establishing a federation. Our idea is to have an agreement of privacy options among identity and service 

providers in order to perform the federation process. 
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A standard profile is a set of sensitive data or general attributes exchanged among interacting parties. 

This predefined standard profile to assist users in data dissemination and access control decisions. Different 

standard of interaction profiles is named as anonymous, pseudonym, partial attributes and total attributes are our 

research work. 

A new mechanism to enable Grained control in the dissemination of personal attributes in different 

applications contexts are needed. Hence mechanisms should be improved to guarantee the validation of user 

attributes and the granular dispatch of attributes according to the application context. 

Policy definition can be a valuable mechanism to increase and ensure privacy. The various policy 

languages are EAPL (Enterprise Privacy Authorization), XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup 

Language) and P2U(purpose-to-use). The application of policies in access control meets transparency 

requirements and control over the scattered data in the cloud among different service providers. 

 

VII. Conclusions 

 This paper explained a survey about privacy aspects in the cloud, describing characteristics in identity 

management in federated cloud and tool used in federated cloud IdM systems. The future research work 

addresses three issues.1. The lack of PII (Personally Identifiable information), 2. The lack of models to assist 

users in data dissemination during the interaction, 3. The lack of user preference guarantees on the SP side. 
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